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01. PROJECT GOALS & OBJECTIVES01. PROJECT GOALS & OBJECTIVES

TEMPORARY PAVILION

DIGITAL CULTURAL MAP

Dickson Living Rooms is a physical and digital heritage 
project that seeks to expose the lived-experiences of Dickson 
through the decades: 1960s-2020s. In creatively recalling 
the past, the project offers a platform for conversation and 
debate regarding the neighbourhood’s future. 

Dickson is an eclectic area comprising buildings of various 
shapes, sizes and uses with people from all walks of life. It 
is a place where things are happening: people are learning, 
living and growing; decisions are being made and lives 
changed. These are all moments of urban life that contribute 
to the conceptual reading of the city as a cultural artefact. 
We see many opportunities in considering how we can bring 
the embedded memories of residents and visitors to the 
fore, where we can learn from them, reveal insights and 
understand elements of our cultural identity. 

Our project creatively replicates the classic Canberra ‘ex-
govie’ house, through both the development of a digital 
cultural map and a temporary temporary pavilion. 

The project saw a number of different outcomes: creation of 
a temporary pavilion installed within the Dickson shopping 
centre; development of a digital cultural map; three public 
events; a media launch; a symposia on Housing and the City 
with local architects; storytelling collection from the visitors 
and engagement with the project through the physical 
installation and various social media channels. 

These are described in detail in section 2. 

Project Goals

To create an engaging spatial 
installation reflecting on the rich 
history of Dickson’s past (and how this 
may underpin a diverse and culturally 
sustainable future) 

Development of a novel exploratory-
based interface to help reveal insights 
into the history and development of the 
suburb

Delivery of a public events program 
based around the temporary pavilion
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TEMPORARY PAVILION

A temporary pavilion constructed in the old Dickson 
shopping precinct (opposite the Dickson Post Office). The 
pavilion’s form is conceived as an abstracted and skewed 
3-dimensional blueprint of a “ex-govie” house so typical to 
Canberra’s inner-North. The floor of the pavilion features 
a high-resolution architectural drawing that captures the 
technical and idiosyncratic domestic details of a typical 
inner-north home. 

As visitors move around the pavilion, the structure shifts 
from transparent to opaque depending on the vantage point 
whilst in parallel emphasising different exhibition content 
(i.e. the collage images). 

The resulting visual effect serves as a metaphor for the 
continuous transformation of our urban environment and 
the important role that housing plays in the creation of 
better neighbourhoods.

To create an engaging spatial installation 
reflecting on the rich history of Dickson’s past 
(and how this may underpin a diverse and 
culturally sustainable future) 
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02. OUTCOMES & IMPACTS  02. OUTCOMES & IMPACTS  

THE 2020s

Visitation data captured through Google Analytics installed 
on the website shows that there were 423 views since it 
was launched. Of these, there were 207 unique users, with 
over 1500 different events captured (primarily triggered 
by users clicking on items). The average time spent on 
the site was 58 seconds, which shows that the users were 
engaging with the content, and in many cases, the data 
indicates that they returned to visit it more than once. The 
highest number of visits occurred on the 16th of November, 
after the WIN News bulletin, with 162 views and 465 events. 

Overall, 53% of the users were visiting from a mobile; 42% 
on desktop and 4.8% on a tablet. Most users visited the site 
directly (by entering the url), with 16 coming from Facebook; 
15 from the UC website; 4 from the Canberra Design Lab 
and 2 from the CRA website.

The site is available at: 
https://dicksonlivingrooms.com/

An interactive web-based cultural map of Dickson. The map 
draws together artistic imagery developed specifically for 
the project that captures domestic life in the inner north 
suburbs through the decades 1960-2020. The images 
span multiple topics including employment, infrastructure 
and transport, demographics, domestic appliances and 
technologies, furnishings and decor, local institutions, as 
well as significant local, cultural and news events. At first 
glance, each image appears to depict the atypical ‘lounge 
room’, upon closer inspection the various-Dickson related 
items are revealed: from a framed photo of Enrico Taglietti’s 
library to a pair of roller skates from the RollerWorld rink on 
Wooley St. 

Selected elements within the images serve as search paths 
to archival information (news, real estate and interest 
stories) sourced from the National Library of Australia’s 
digitised collection of The Canberra Times, held within 
Trove. Significant research into the development of Dickson 
was conducted, to ensure that the items highlighted had a 
strong connection to the Dickson area. 

The result is a compelling ‘deep dive’ into the cultural 
history of north Canberra. We hope all Canberrans with a 
relationship to Dickson’s rich history will interact with the 
map and share their stories with the creative team.

The web-based component of the project was launched 
on Monday 16 November. It provides a novel approach to 
exploration of local cultural heritage by allowing users to 
engage with the visual imagery (also replicated on the 
panels in the temporary pavilion) and read newspaper 
articles specific to that item, time period and the Dickson 
area. These newspapers are retrieved through the National 
Library of Australia’s Trove portal. 

The design of the newspaper articles on the website is 
intended to reflect the appearance of The Canberra Times 
during the same period as the ex-govie’s were being built. 
This is demonstrated in the variable width of the text 
columns, the use of serif typefaces and the hanging indent.

Develop a novel exploratory based interface 
to help reveal insights into the history and 
development of the suburb
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02. OUTCOMES & IMPACTS 02. OUTCOMES & IMPACTS

PUBLIC PROGRAMS

EVENTS
Dickson Living Rooms: media launch
Monday November 16th, 1000-1100

A public launch of the project.
Audience: 30 
Media present: WIN Television, UC Media

Housing Canberra: A conversation with Canberra architects 
on current and future housing
Wednesday November 18th, 1200-1400

A public symposia with leading Canberra architects.
This discussion was recorded and will be published in 2021. 
Audience: 25

Heritage Canberra: The role of the digital in revealing 
Canberra’s history.
Thursday November 19th, 1200-1400

Public artist talk with Dr Ben Ennis-Butler discussing the 
future of digital humanities in bringing renewed focus to 
local cultural heritage.  
Audience: 15

An audience with the public
Friday November 20th, 1800-2000

A chance for the community to learn more about the Dickson 
Living Rooms project and to share their stories with the 
curatorial team during late night shopping. 
Audience (throughout the night): 35

A series of events to encourage visitors 
and residents to engage with the past when 
considering the future

SYMPOSIA
A public discussion with leading Canberra architects was 
held over lunch on Wednesday November 18, adjacent to the 
Dickson Living Rooms pavilion. 

The one and a half hour discussion was led by Associate 
Professor in Architecture, Max Maxwell, with assistance from 
Assistant Professor in Visual Communication, Dr Ben Ennis 
Butler and Lecturer in Interior Architecture, Lyn Norton.

They were joined by a panel of leading Canberra architects:

Ben Walker (Ben Walker Architects) 
Tom Caddye (Thomas Caddye Architects)
Sean Hogan (Typology Architecture)
Rob Henry (Rob Henry Architects)
Kate Shepard (Rob Henry Architects)
Sarah Lebner (Light House Architecture)
Dr Milica Muminovic (University of Canberra, Architecture)

The detailed discussion covered a wide range of topics, from 
the development of Canberra in the 1960s; affordability; 
experimentation in housing typologies; building quality; 
planning laws and architectural innovation. 

The discussion was recorded and will be transcribed and 
published in 2021.

STORYTELLING COLLECTION
In our original proposal we suggested that:

Storytelling brings history to life and allows the public to 
understand the cultural significance of the spaces they 
occupy in their daily comings and goings. 

We envisaged that our temporary pavilion would trigger a 
sense of curiosity and encourage users to engage with the 
spaces they use everyday. We had hoped to collect stories 
from members of the public throughout the week-long 
installation, by providing postcards which could be filled out 
on the spot. However, Covid restrictions made this approach 
an impossibility. Instead, some postcards were distributed to 
visitors, which were then photographed and emailed to us. 

We aim to continue this process of storytelling collection after 
the project officially ends by making the postcards available 
at local businesses and a letterbox drop in the Dickson and 
Downer area. We hope that the content generated through 
this storytelling collection will become the focus of another 
project.
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Whilst the postcard element was impacted by Covid 
restrictions, we were able to collect anecdotal feedback 
from visitors in the various public events. All of the feedback 
received was positive with the comment covering a wide 
range of topics, including specific comments about the 
content in the visual imagery:

[referring to the 1960s collage] That is my mum’s 
lounge room, down to the light fitting from the 
ceiling. My mum moved into the house in 1964 and 
has lived there ever since. We’ve renovated it a bit 
since then though.

From a younger couple and their kids: Look, this is 
what the lounge room looked like when we bought 
the house!

I lived in a group house like that. Freezing cold

We kept ours, such a lovely house

The floor, which alongside the high resolution architectural 
drawing, contained 10 hidden items for kids to find:

I love that you’ve included such detailed drawings in 
the floor, something for everyone. 

Fascinating story about the National Cash Register 
Co building. I had no idea!

MEDIA
WIN News (6pm bulletin + feature piece) 
https://www.facebook.com/WINNewsCanberra/videos/
dickson-liiving-rooms/866333517238807/

2020 Design Canberra Festival
https://designcanberrafestival.com.au/event/dickson-living-
rooms/
Grand Opening: Dickson Living Rooms  
https://designcanberrafestival.com.au/event/7844/
Dickson Living Rooms: An audience with the public  
https://designcanberrafestival.com.au/event/dickson-living-
rooms-an-audience-with-the-public/ 

City Renewal Authority
Dickson Living Rooms Events  
https://www.act.gov.au/cityrenewal/whats-on/past-events/
dickson-living-rooms 

Mirage News
https://www.miragenews.com/experience-dickson-
through-decades-with-dickson-living-rooms/

University of Canberra
Press release
https://www.canberra.edu.au/about-uc/media/media-
releases/2020/november/experience-dickson-through-the-
decades-with-the-dickson-living-rooms 

Canberra Design Lab
http://canberradesignlab.com/project/dickson-living-
rooms.html
The Makers Collective
https://www.facebook.com/themakersco/

This is the second time we’ve come back, my kids 
wanted to have another look.

The pavilion itself:

I spotted it from over there (near Praga), I had to 
come and check it out. I love the concept.

It is great to see something new in this area, I wish it 
was here longer

Really interesting approach to local history. I hope to 
see more projects like this. 

Finally, on Dickson:

I didn’t realise that Dickson had such a rich history. It 
has made appreciate why people want to live in this 
part of Canberra.

Its just terrible what all these empty shop fronts do 
to the sense of place. The Government should allow 
you (Editor: i.e. UC) to do something with those! 

I don’t really understand why all this money is being 
spent on table tennis tables. This seems more 
relevant to me.

Facebook 

195 likes

16 posts (excluding private posts)

7 shares

25 comments

Including: University of Canberra, 
WIN News, DESIGN Canberra

Twitter 

6330 Impressions

219 engagements

7 original posts

11 retweets

Including:  
University of Canberra,  
City Renewal Authority 

Instagram 

970 likes

27 posts (excluding private posts)

Including:  
University of Canberra,  
Design Lab

SOCIAL MEDIA
There was significant public engagement with the project 
across various social media channels. 
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03. BENEFITS

The temporary pavilion was an eye-catching intervention 
into a fairly static landscape. It appeared from nowhere 
(installation started at 5am on Sunday morning) and due to 
the location, visitors were able to catch glimpses of it from 
various locations around the shopping precinct. 

These glimpses drew people into the area as they sought 
to fulfil their intrigue. We noticed that visitors would tend 
to spend quite a bit of time looking at the Lounge Room 
imagery before continuing on their way, or wandering to a 
nearby cafe and returning again. 

There is no doubt that the project encouraged visitors to stay 
in the area for a longer period of time. 

We were able to generate exposure to local businesses 
through our media engagement and inclusion in the 2020 
DESIGN Canberra Festival. 

Whilst it is hard to measure the economic impact of the 
project on local businesses from a wider perspective, we did 
directly stimulate the economy throughout the installation 
period by visiting various businesses in the immediate area 
to purchase food and other consumables. 

Many local businesses engaged with the project, including: 
• Hudson’s of Dickson
• The Garden
• Ali Barber
• My Rainbow Dreams
• Post Office
• Baker’s Delight

The temporary pavilion sparked visual curiosity 
and discussion amongst patrons of the Dickson 
Village activating the 1960s architectural fabric.
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04. LESSONS & CHALLENGES

The delivery of the Dickson Living Rooms project was 
considerably impacted by lockdowns and uncertainties 
related to the staging of public events as a result of the 
Covid-19 pandemic. Delivery of the project was significantly 
delayed (i.e. as defined by the original grant application) 
however a positive outcome of the later delivery was that the 
project was able to fall under the official public program of 
the 2020 Design Canberra Festival. 

POSITIVES
Our overall experience of the TCCS land use team was 
positive. Although they did not appoint a care officer to our 
application, the temporary land use application process was 
straightforward and efficient. 

We thoroughly enjoyed the development of the project and 
appreciated the freedom to create a site-specific project 
that really sought to challenge ideas about the display and 
access of cultural heritage information. 

CHALLENGES
Covid-19 restrictions 
Restrictions around Covid-19 meant we had to adapt our 
original plans to remove any kind of interaction between the 
audience and the physical object itself, for example, we had 
intended to include furniture, but for safety reasons, this 
was removed. 

Communication
The closure of the majority of ACT Government’s agencies 
resulted in a 2 month delay by the CRA to respond to our 
meeting request. We struggled to get in contact with anyone 
from the CRA and our calls were not returned in a timely 
manner. 

Inter-agency communication
Communication within CRA and across government agencies 
is clearly an area that can be improved upon. It was evident 
that little to no coordination of Dickson activities between 
TCCS, Dickson place maker and the CRA itself is occurring. 

Access to Trove data
Trove is an invaluable resource which provides free access 
to a wide range of digitised material. We retrieved the 
information displayed on the website programmatically 
through the Trove Application Programming Interface (API), 
which means there are some limitations in what we could 
display. We faced three major challenges: 

The Canberra Times newspaper collection is only 
digitised to mid-90s. This means we are not able to 
return more recent stories. Currently there is no API 
which makes returning these stories possible. 

The API does not return images for the newspaper 
stories. It will return an excerpt of the newspaper 
article, the text of which is generated automatically 
through the Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 
process. This means that there may be typographical 
and spelling errors. 

Finally, we discovered that some of the search terms 
we were using to retrieve newspaper items through 
the API didn’t have enough relevance to Dickson. To 
resolve this we had to tweak the search term (hidden 
from the end-user) to ensure the information retrieved 
was as Dickson specific as possible - this process was 
significantly time consuming. 

LESSONS
Appointment of a project manager
It would be worthwhile for the CRA to consider the 
appointment of a dedicated project manager to follow the 
project from start to finish to ensure communication across 
Government agencies. 

Targeted advertising
In order to ensure higher attendance at events, targeted 
advertising could be used. UC’s Marketing arm proved 
valuable in securing media coverage, however, other 
strategies did not secure the same level of impact.
 
API Limitations
Further development of the Trove API is required to display 
rich imagery directly within an external interface. 
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INCOME DESCRIPTION AMOUNT (EXCL. GST) COMMENTS

City Renewal Authority
Dickson Grant

$10,000.00 CRA Grant

TOTAL INCOME $10,000.00

05. ACQUITTAL DOCUMENTATION  05. ACQUITTAL DOCUMENTATION  

EXPENDITURE DESCRIPTION AMOUNT
(Excl GST)

AMOUNT
(Incl GST)

GRANT 
FUNDED 

(Y/N)

COMMENTS
(Supplier)

PRINTING
Pavilion exhibition panels

$2,917.77 $3,209.55 Y Easyprint Pty Ltd

PRINTING
Public postcards

$190.00 $209.00 Y Instant Colour Press

PAVILION
Construction materials

$3,082.30 $3,390.64 Y Turners Building Supp.

PAVILION
Construction materials

$365.34 $387.74 Y Bunnings Hardware

PAVILION
Transport

$294.82 $324.30 Y Hertz Truck Rentals

WAGES
Technical support staff and CNC 
machine time

$3,149.77 $3,464.86 Y UC Workshop 7

TOTAL EXPENDITURE $10,000 $10,985.86

The cost of material was the major expense of the project and other costs 
included transport, design and technical staff. An authorised financial acquittal 
will be forwarded by the University of Canberra in due course as per the signed 
agreement and extension granted.
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Annexure B – Acquittal Form 

This form must be completed by the Recipient and provided to the Authority by the Acquittal 
Date. 

Recipient:    University of Canberra 

Application Number: DG/19-20/T1/00021 

Grant Amount: $10,000.00 (GST exclusive) 

ABN: 81 633 873 422 

Project Title: Dickson Living Rooms 

Progress Report Date: six (6) weeks prior to the project delivery date, unless 
otherwise agreed to by the Authority, 

Termination Date: 30/6/2020 

Acquittal Date: six (6) weeks after the project end date or 11/08/2020, 
whichever is earlier, 

Special Conditions: The Recipient must contact the Events and Business 
Coordination team in Access Canberra on phone number 13 22 
81 to discuss their Funded Activity immediately following 
execution of this Deed. 
 
Design and location of the project to be approved by the 
authority. 

Recipient to complete the authority's communications content 
template. 

 
 
Acquittal Requirements 

The Recipient must be able to clearly demonstrate that the grant has been expended in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of the Deed of Grant. 

As stipulated in Schedule 1, Item 3, the following documentation must be provided with this 
acquittal form: 

• a copy of the relevant audited financial statement or invoices, receipts, bank 
statements or other financial documentation that clearly identifies the income and 
expenditure of the funding; 

• documentation that clearly identifies the income and expenditure of the funding, 
signed by a registered accountant or the official auditor of the organisation (Tier 2 
only); and 

• A completed project evaluation report (template at Annexure C) which must address 
the performance measures identified in the grant application and include attendance 
data (if relevant) and photos (which can be used by the Authority).  
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Statement of Certification 
(To be signed by the Recipient or an authorised person within the Recipient organisation.) 

I certify that: 

This acquittal has been submitted with the full knowledge and agreement of the individuals/ 
organisations involved in administering the project. 

The statements in this acquittal and any attached documentation are, to the best of my 
knowledge, true and correct. 

To the best of my knowledge and belief, financial reports (if provided) are true and fair.  

I understand that action may be taken for the repayment of any grant made where information 
contained in the application or acquittal is subsequently found to be false or the grant is not 
used for its approved purpose. 

Name  Position  

Signature  Date  

 
 

Witness Name  

Signature  

Date  

 

  

Iain Maxwell

18/12/2020

Assistant Professor in 
Visual CommunicationDr Ben Ennis Butler

18/12/2020
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Caption: Pavilion construction
Credit: Andrew Campbell

Caption: CNC fabrication of pavilion’s treasure hunt floor
Credit: Mikaela Danvers

Caption: Pavilion construction 
Credit: Andrew Campbell

Caption: Temporary pavilion
Credit: Mikaela Danvers

Caption: Pavilion construction
Credit: Andrew Campbell

Caption: Temporary pavilion reveal
Credit: Mikaela Danvers

Caption: Pavilion construction
Credit: Andrew Campbell

Title: Completed pavilion
Credit: Mikaela Danvers

Caption: Generating community curiosity
Credit: Ben Ennis Butler

Caption: Pavilion roof eaves detail
Credit: Mikaela Danvers
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Caption: Pavilion towards car park
Credit: Mikaela Danvers

Caption: Pavilion towards Post Office 
Credit: Mikaela Danvers

Caption: Pavilion towards pool
Credit: Mikaela Danvers

Caption: Blueprint drawing 01
Credit: Sam Tomkins

Caption: Pavilion towards Village 
square
Credit: Mikaela Danvers

Caption: Blueprint drawing 02
Credit: Sam Tomkins

Caption: Pavilion towards Village 
Square
Credit: Mikaela Danvers

Caption: Dickson Living Rooms Website
Credit: Design Lab

Caption: Dickson Living Rooms Website
Credit: Design Lab

Caption: Pavilion towards Post Office
Credit: Mikaela Danvers
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Caption: Dickson Living Rooms Collage: 70s
Credit: Design Lab

Caption: Dickson Living Rooms Collage: 80s
Credit: Design Lab

Caption: Dickson Living Rooms Collage: 10s
Credit: Design Lab
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TEAM

All from the Faculty of Arts and Design 
University of Canberra

Dr Ben Ennis Butler
Assistant Professor in Visual 
Communication 

Mikaela Danvers
Lecturer in Design

Iain Maxwell
Associate Professor in Architecture

Lyn Norton
Lecturer in Interior Architecture

Sam Tomkins
Lecturer in Industrial Design

Another project by the Design Lab
www.canberradesignlab.com 

UC student volunteers:

Felicity Coonan

Anneke Blatch-May

Jessica Denham

Andrew Parish

Rebecca Sturt

UC student volunteers:

Daniel Licastro

Tom Osborne

Brad Ellidge

Jessica Denham

Andrew Parish

Rebecca Sturt

Katrina Cachia

WORKSHOP7 Staff:

Ben Claase

CORE ACADEMIC 
DESIGN & DELIVERY

COLLAGE IMAGES PAVILION BUILD 
& INSTALLATION


